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COLOR
Floor coverings of beige or pale gray-green are most popular
with the American homemaker. Other suitable colors are off-
white, gray, tan, brown, rust, olive green, grayed yellow, grayed
rose, and grayed blue. These colors keep their places as back-
grounds and allow frequent changes in the colors of the drapery
and upholstery. Dramatic effects may be obtained with carpets
of pure, brilliant colors like vermilion, raspberry red, ultramarine
blue, or emerald green. There is some danger that a woman may
become tired of such a positive color and want a change in a few
years. Light tones in carpets or rugs now predominate and are
pleasing because they make rooms seem spacious and cheerful,
and they do not show dust or footprints as darker colors do.
Tweed effects which are mixtures of several similar neutral col-
ors are practical where there are children.
When furnishing a room the floor covering should be selected
before the paints or the fabrics, because the range of colors is
more limited in rugs and carpets than in other furnishings.
PATTERN
The most important point to make about patterned floor cover-
ings is that they are generally undesirable and that plain carpets
and rugs are nearly always much better. Rug patterns are usu-
ally poor in design, although each year brings some improvement
in them. For horrible examples see pages 24 and 224. A pat-
terned rug unfortunately draws attention to the floor. Texture
patterns that are exactly the same color as the rug itself are usu-
ally good looking. See pages 240 and 278.
Occasionally patterned rugs are usable and even desirable. For
example, a cottage bedroom with plain furnishings gains interest
by the addition of a carpet in a hooked-rug pattern. Small pat-
terns (page 261) or tweed effects (page 349) are serviceable in
halls that are subject to hard wear or in dining rooms or bedrooms
used by children.
The person who is determined to buy a patterned floor covering
should consider a quiet pattern of leaves (page 241) in a two-
toned effect. However, a sheared pattern in a one-tone carpet
is much more desirable. Factory-made reproductions of Oriental
rags are pretentious and insincere.

